
 

 

Category: Outstanding Public Relations Consultancy 

Company: Prohibition PR 

 
 
Number of employees - including executive / support staff - and annual fee 

income: 

Employees: 15. 

 

Business objectives and analysis of performance against budget over the past 

three years: 

Three-year agency objectives; 

• Reposition agency to become fully integrated, in response to client demands in 

today’s multi-channel market, in doing so: 

− Broaden agency skillset with key hires  

− Increase integrated client work by 33% to 66% by 2018/19  

− Upskill team to better deliver integrated work   

− Achieve 100% staff buy-in to new direction. 

Three-year business objectives: 

• Maintain profit margin of <30% each year  

• Win x3 ‘Hollywood’ brands each year – delivering fully integrated work with minimum 

income of £50,000 p/a  

• Retain personnel keeping staff turnover >10%. 

Performance against objectives:  

• 95% client retention rate 

• Agency revenue growth of 140% in three years  

• Provide integrated work to 80% of clients (exceeding target by 21%). 

 



A brief overview of business / team strategy: 

Prohibition is a specialist PR and social media agency that has adapted and grown to thrive 

in a challenging and rapidly evolving market. Over the past three years, the agency has 

aggressively repositioned itself, addressing the challenge of “what it means to be a PR 

agency in 2019” in doing so growing by 140% and having its best-ever year.  

This bold strategic decision was taken against the context of the ‘traditional’ PR agency 

model rapidly becoming obsolete amidst the new demands of digitally-focused, integrated 

and sophisticated clients, who don’t expect marketing services to exist in silos. At the same 

time, we experienced clients are increasingly taking social media services ‘in-house’ and 

once profitable services are becoming commoditised.  

Therefore, the choice for Prohibition was clear; gradually lose its point of difference and fight 

for commoditised work, therefore limiting growth, or consider “what PR means” in today’s 

market, and invest heavily and comprehensively reposition the company offering to become 

a fully integrated PR agency.  

The last three years have seen the agency – and all its people – working tirelessly towards 

this vision. 

 

A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 

Prohibition is clear that its success is entirely down to its people. As such, we have 

objectives in place around staff retention, as well as a robust CPD programme to ensure 

engaged, skilled and happy staff.  

• Prohibition academy – a bespoke training programme for each member of staff. Each 

year, staff undergo a ‘skills diagnostic’ to assess focus areas for training. A 12-month 

training programme is then developed and delivered for each team member. In 2018, 

more than 1,010 hours of training were delivered across the agency 

• Mentor / line manager scheme – each team member is assigned a line 

manager/mentor, who is responsible for setting personal performance objectives, and 

holding weekly review meetings to coach, mentor and assess performance 

• HR Best practice – in 2017, Prohibition appointed a specialist HR consultancy to 

ensure the agency is best-practice in all areas. This included developing a human 

rights policy, health and safety policy, wellbeing policy, and staff handbook. 

 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements, including client list growth / 

retention:  

Some of our biggest achievements in the past three years are not measured in profit and 

loss, but in agency culture, skills development and staff engagement. Achieving these has, 

in turn, led to the business exceeding all its business objectives.  

• Broadening agency skillset. Repositioning the agency had to be backed up with new 

hires in order to genuinely grow our expertise 



• Achieving internal buy-in. Key to our new positioning was our people. Via an away 

day, we sought their opinions, leading to the successful development of a new 

strapline to suit our broader new offering: Create, Engage, Convert. This was 

matched with a new brand, website and organisational values that the team were 

100% bought into 

• Walking the walk when it comes to integration. To build credibility, Prohibition ran 

thought-leadership events across the country, attended by lots of senior marketers, 

on different facets of integrated work. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

CEWE My Inspiring Moments. 

CEWE is one of Europe’s largest photo printing companies, but isn’t well known in the UK, 

where it struggles to cut through the noise of more recognised competitors.  Prohibition was 

briefed to deliver an integrated PR and social media campaign, to: 

• Build brand awareness and educate audiences in the UK on what CEWE offers  

• Acquire new customers and increase sales in the UK. 

The campaign: 

Prohibition created a campaign tapping into the ubiquity of smartphones and the genuine 

moments photography used to capture, getting lost in a digital deluge, leaving people feeling 

overloaded and miserable. Tactics included: 

• Photography competition, encouraging people to share photos that inspired them 

• Teaming up with leading celebrity authority in photography, Julian Calverley, giving 

campaign gravitas  

• Campaign video, featuring Julian, centred on the need to re-discover meaning in 

photography 

• Winning images were published in a photobook and calendar, curated by Julian, with 

proceeds being donated to Mind charity.  

Results: 

The campaign helped CEWE reach 125 million people and delivered real ROI for the 

business helping to increase orders by 36.6%, introduce over 6,000 newly converted 

customers to the brand and increase sales by 52%. This generated additional sales, 

generating a direct ROI of £11.60 for every £1 spent, making it a highly successful campaign 

and beating all expected KPIs. 

 


